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§ O. Introduction.
Various infinitesimal VarIatIOns (for examples; isometric, conformal, affine,

affine collinear etc.) of submanifolds of a Riemannian manifold have been
studied in [1]"-'[4J.

An infinitesimal variation which carries a minimal submanifold into a mi
nimal submanifold is said to be minimal ([2J). In the previous paper ([2J)
the present authors studied infinitesimal isometric and minimal variations of
a compact orientable submanifold.

In the present paper we investigate a conformal and minimal variation of
a compact orientable submanifold of a Riemannian manifold (See Theorem
2. 1). We remark the correction of the previous paper [2J (See § 2) .

§ 1. Preliminaries. ([lJ, [4J)

Let Mm be an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system
of coordinate neighborhoods {U; xh} and denote by gji, Fjt, f7j, Kkjih and
K jj the metric tensor, the Christoffel symbols formed with gji, the operator
of covariant differentiation with respect to F jjh, the curvature tensor and
the Ricci tensor of Mm respectively, where here and in the sequel the indices
h, i, j, k, ... run over the range {I, 2, 3, ... , m}.

Let Mn be an n-'-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system
of coordinate neighborhoods {V; ya} and denote by gcb, Fcba, Vc, Kdcba and
Kcb the corresponding quantities of Mn respectively, where here and in the

sequel the indices a, b, c, d, ... run over the range {l, 2, 3, ..., n} •
We suppose that Mn is isometrically immersed in Mm by the immersion

i : Mn--'>Mm and identify i(Mn) with Mn itself. We represent the immersion
by .'Ch=xh(ya) and put Bbh=ObXh(Ob=ojoyb). Then Bbh are n linearly indep
endent vectors of Mm tangent to Mn. Since the immersion i is isometric,
we obtain
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(1.1)
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We denote by C/ m-n mutually orthogonal unit normals to Mn, where
here and in the sequel the indices :c, y, z run over the range {n+ 1, n+2, ...
, m}. Then the metric tensor of the normal bundle of Mn is given by

(1. 2)

It is well known that Fcba and F j/' are related by

(1. 3) Fcba= (OcBbh+FjfBiBbi) Bah,

where Bah=Bbigbagih, (gba) = (gba) -1, and the components Fcyx of the connec
tion induced in the normal bundle are given by

(1.4) Fcyz= (ocCl+Fj/'B/C/)Cxh,

where CZh=C/gYZgih, gYz being contravariant components of the metric ten
sor gyx of the normal bundle.

H we denote by C',Bbh and C?,Cl the van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant
derivatives of Bb" and Cl along the Mn respectively, that is, if we put

(1.5) C'cBbh= o,B/'+Fj/'B/Bbi_FcbaBah

and

(1. 6) C'cCl=ocCi+Fj/'B/C/-FcyZCi,

then we can write equations of Gauss and those of Weingarten in the form

(1.7) C?cBbh= kcbzC/',

(1.8) C?cCl=-k,ayBah

respectively, where k,bx are the second fundamental tensor of M- with res
pect to the normals Czh and kc'/.z=kcbzgba.

Equations of Gauss and Codazzi are respectively

(1.9) Ktl'ba= KJ.j/'B}B)BbiBaA+k,j1.zkcbz - kc" zktlbz,

(1.10) O=Kij/'B}B/BbiCzh- (C'tlkcbz-C'chtlbz).

From (1. 9) we have

(1.11) KCb=KkiihB,kIJiiBbh+k/xk'bz-kcezkben

where Bii=gebB/B,/ and Kiiih=Kijlgth.

We now consider a variation of Mn in Mm given by xh=z4+fh (y)e, where
e is an infinitesimal. We then have

(1.12)
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where Bb"=o,ji" are n linearly independent vectors tangent to the deformed
i>ubmanifold at the deformed point (xII). If we displace B,/' parallely from
the point (x") to (xl), we then obtain the vectors

Bb"=Bb"+rji"(Z+fe)fiB/e,

at the point (:r;h), or

(1.13)

neglecting the terms of order higher than one with respect to e, where

f?bf" =od"+rj;"Bbj ji.

In the sequel we always neglect terms of order higher than one with
respect to e. Thus putting

(1.14)

we have from (1. 13)

(1.15)

If we put

(1. 16)

we have

(1.17) f?d"= (f?bta-hbaxP') Ba"+ (f?dx+hbaXja)cx"

because of (1. 7) and (1. 8) .
From (1. 14), (1. 15) and (1. 17), we obtain

(1.18) Bb"= {Oba+ (f?bfa-hbaxfx)e} Ba"+ (f?dx+hbaxfa)Cx"e.

Now applying the operator 0 to (1.1) and using (1.15), (1.17) and Ogji=
0, we have

(1.19)

(1. 20)

A variation of a submanifold for which ogcb=O is said to be isometric
and that for which ogcb is proporti0J?-8-1 to gcb is said' to be conformal (cf.
[4J).

Thus we have from (1. 19) the .{ollowing assertion:
In order for a variation of a sumanifold to be isometric or' conformal, it

is necessary and sufficient that
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(1.21)

or

(1. 22)
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17cfb+17blc-2hcbzl z=O,

respectively A being a certain function.
We denote by C/1. m-n mutually orthogonal unit normals to the defor

med submanifold and by Cl the vectors obtained from Cll. by parallel dis
placement of C:/' from the point (xh) to (zk). Then we have

C:/,=C:/'+ Fjf(:C+le)PCie.

We put

(1. 23) oC/'=Cl-Cl

and assume that oC:/' is of the form

(1.24) oC//.= (f/~Ba"+f,zC:/J) e.

Applying the operator 0 to BiC,igji=O and using (1.15), (1.17), (1.24)
and ogj;=O, we obtain

where f,b=I/gcbo or

(1. 25) I,tJ = - (1711.1,+h6
4 ,P) .

Applying also the operator 0 to C:iCigji=Ozy and using (1.24) and ogji=
0, we have

(1.26)

where f,z - !:/gu:.
The variations of the second fundamental tensor hc6z and Christoffel sym

bols are given by ([4J)

(1.27) Ohc6z= {fdvdhc6Z+he6z (Vcfe) +hcez(vJe) -hcb'l,z} e

+ Wcv.fz+ KijfC,IBiB6icz1t.f'} e,

(1.28) OFcb4= (vc17bI4+ Kdcb4/d)e

- Wc(hbezlz) +Vb(hcez/ z) -17e(hc6zlz)} g'tJe.

A variation of a submanifold for which oFc1l=O is said to be affine.

§ 2. Integral formulas on minimal variations.

We now suppose that a variation of the submanifold M1I. is conformal, we
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(1. 22)

«(7cfb) hcbzfz = (hcbxfz ) (hcbyfY) + ?.hbbxiX,

(7b!b=hbbx f x+ ?.n,

(2.1)

(2.2)

and

(2.3) (7c(7bfa +(7/?afb= 2(7c (hbaxj:"+ ?"gba) ,

from which, using the Ricci-identity

then have from

(2.4) (7c(7b!a + f7a(7cfb- Kcabdfd=2(7c(hbazfz+).gba),

or, transvecting gcb and taking account of (2.2)

(2.5) (7c(7cfa+ K ab fb-2(7e (hau,/z) +(7a(hbbx f%) + (n-2)(7I1A.=O.

From (1. 11) and (2. 5) we find

(2.6) «(7c(7cfa)ja= - K~jik(jcBc~)Bji (jbBbk) -h/z(hcb%fCf")

+ (hoezjc) (hbexjb) +2ia(7t(hlltz f%)

- fa(7a(hbbx fz) - (n-2)ja(7I1?..

We now compute the variation of the mean curvature. For a variation of
the submanifold, we have

o(gcbhcbz ) = (ogcb)hcbz+gebohcbz.

Substitution (1. 22) and (1. 27) yields

(2. 7) ah/z=[(7c(7cfz+K~jikC/BjiCi f y+ (hcbz) (hcbyfY)

+ fC(7chbbz - hallYf yzJc.
A variation carries a minimal submanifold into a minimal submanifold,

that is, oh/z=O and h/z=O, then we say that the variation· is 'minimal
([2J).

For a minimal variation, we have from (2. 7)

(2.8) «(7c(7cfz)fz= - K~jik(fYCl) Bji (f%Cxk) - (hcbxfx) (hcbyf').

For a conformal and minimal variation, (2. 1), (2. 2) and (2.6) reduce
respectively to

(2.9)

(2.10)

and

«(7cfb)hcbz f x= (hcbxfz) (hcbyf,) ,

(7bjb=n?.
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(2. 1i) (f?cY,:fa) f4 = - KijiJ& (fcBci) BH(fbB,/<) - (n - 2) fay4).

+ (hc/fc) (hbezfb) +2fay e(huzfz) •

On the other hand, we have

(2.12) ~ ~ (fafa+fzfz) = (ycYcfa) Jtz+ (f?cycfz)fz

+ (Ycfb) (pcfb) + (Ycfz) (ycfz)

where ~= gebYefTbt and we get

(2.13) KijihPBji fh = Kjjih(JtzBi+fZCzi) BH (fbBbh+f;,Ci)

= Kijih (faBai) BH (fbBbh) +Kijih (fzC/') Bii (fiCi)

+2JtzfzW4h/ z- yehaez)

with the help of (1. 10) and (1. 16).

Substituting (2.8), (2.11) and (2. 13) with h/z=O into (2. 12), we find

(2.14) ~ ~(faJtz+hfz)";,,~ KijihfiBjifh_2f4/z(peheaz)

+ (hceZfc) (hbezfb) +2faye(huzfz)

Since we have from

- (hcbzfz) (kW;,fY) - (n-2)Jtzya).+ (f7cfb) (f7cp)

+ (f7cfz) (f?cfz)

= - KijiJ&PBiifh- (hcbzfz) (hcbyj:!) .

+ (f7cfb) (f7'fb) +1Ip'cf...,+hcez f e\l2- (n-2)f4P'a)..

(2.10)

f7a(J.fa) = (f7a).)f4+n).2,

pCUc= - Kijil,fiBiif"+ lIl!cfb- hcbzfzll 2

+ Ilf7cfz+hcezjeIl2+n(n-2»).2

(2. 9), where we have put
.' .. 'f ,,..

(2.14) reduces to .
, '" ~. .'.

(2.15)

with the help of

. 1
uC=2f7c(fafa+fzfz) + (n-2),(fc.

Applying Green's theorem on (2.15), we have

THEOREM 2. 1. Let Mn be a compact orieneable submanifold of a Riemanni·
an' manifold. If an infinitesimal variation xh=zh+pe of Mn is conformal (or
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iso11U!tric) and minimal, tnen we have

t,.KkjihPBjifh~O.

Moreover, if Kkji,.PBjif"~O, then the variation is parallel.

CoRRECTION. The terms KkjihPBiijh+ 2 (hcllzfz) (hcll,f') appeared in Lemma
3.2 and Theorem 4.1 of [2J are replaced by KklihPWijh.

Finally, we suppose that a variation of the submanifold M" is affine. We
then have from (1. 28)

(2.16) VCV.:f.+K"",f"-217f(huzfz) +17. (h,,"sfz) =0.

So (2. 6) with A=0 is valid.
For an affine and minimal variation, we see that (2.8) and (2. 11) with

A=0 are true.
Substituting (2.8), (2.11) with A=O and (2.13) with A:z=O into (2.12),

we find

~ ~ (f./4+ f:,Jz)

=-KjjifJkBlif"- (Achzfz) (iP,f:Y>

+ 11Vefhll 2+ I1l7cfz+hcu·fzIl2•

Thus we have

THEOREM 2. 2. Let M" be a compact orientahle su1Jmanifold of a R.iemannian.
manifold. If an infinitesimal variation of Ma is affine and minimal, and if

Kliif,fiBlifA+ (hebzfz) (Ach,f') ~O.

then the variation is parallel.
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